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INTRODUCTION 
Until early this year, I considered LED high bays, which I call hibays, really only cost effective for 
cold storage applications and early adopters. 

But since spring, there are several LED hibays, which can be cost effective for many applications 
and end-users. Although they cost significantly more than high performance fluorescent and 
electronically ballasted ceramic metal halide (CMH) hibays, these LED hibays can provide higher 
long term benefits. So if the client has and is willing to spend the extra money up front, LED 
hibays can be a very good solution. 

Here are six very good requirements for LED hibays: 

• At least 100 lumens per watt (LPW) out of the fixture 

• At least 80 color rendering index (CRI) 

• At least 140F ambient temperature rating in hot applications 

• 10 year warranty in most applications 

• Qualify for rebates for most applications 

• And of course, decent pricing 
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FOLLOW THE MONEY 
Before I read an article or a white paper, I want to know who the writer is and who paid for it, 
because that helps understand the credibility and any slant of the document. I am an independent 
lighting consultant, who has written several white papers.   

I thank PlanLED for paying for most of my time on this one, so it can be offered for free, instead of 
people having to pay for it.  

Please be aware, that my major message would be the same if I wrote this totally on my own time 
or if a different company sponsored it. I cannot risk credibility. Other manufacturers are also 
mentioned 

BEFORE REALLY STARTING 
Induction is hardly ever mentioned in this report, because: 

• Only 70 – 80 LPW with lamp and generator 
• Typically bad fixture efficiency, because lamp is so large 
• Typically bad optical control, because lamp is so large 
• Although lamps are rated for 100,000 hours, generator may last significantly less 
• Mature technology, which is becoming more out dated each year compared to LED, etc. 
• Customers may not be able to get warranty support or replacement parts down the road 

So if you are considering induction for hibays or any other applications, please reconsider.   

LED T8s should not be used in hibays or any other application. LED kits are not recommended 
either, because it is much better to use LEDs in a new fixture, which is designed for the thermal 
load and light output. 

Since high performance fluorescent T8s and electronic ballasts are considerably better than T5HO 
systems, T8 hibays are the main reference for fluorescent hibays. 
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SIX REQUIREMENTS FOR LED HIBAYS 
 
You can compare these requirements with incumbent technologies.  
 

AT LEAST 100 LPW 
Like other LED products is the LPW out of the hibay. There are several LED hibays with 100 LPW, 
and by the end of this year, it could be 110 LPW. In the first half of 2014 it could be 120 LPW. Etc. 
Etc. Etc. 

While high performance fluorescent T8 lamps and ballasts can provide about 100 LPW, if you put 
them in a hibay, there may only be about 70 – 90 LPW out of the fixture, because of fixture 
efficiency and thermal losses. Fluorescent is also a fairly mature technology, and very little 
effort is being made to improve it. 

Ceramic metal halide (CMH) lamps and electronic ballasts can provide 110 LPW, but inside a 
hibay, the LPW can range from 80 – 100. This technology is improving, so efficiency will increase. 
At least one manufacturer is working on the concept of lower wattage replacement lamps with 
the same lumens as existing ones, which can work on existing ballasts. For example, if you buy a 
210W lamp and ballast now, when the lamp burns out it could be replaced with maybe a 190W 
lamp. So wattage could be saved now and down the road. 

For all technologies, it is not just LPW out of the fixture, but where those lumens are going. This 
can be called ‘effective’ lumens. Since LED hibays can have very good optical control, they can 
often provide required light levels with significantly fewer lumens. 

Lumen depreciation should also be discussed. High performance fluorescent T8 lamps usually only 
lose 8 – 10% of initial lumens over rated life. For CMH it can be about 20%. But LED may lose 30% 
at L70, which is end of rated life. So an LED system should be somewhat overlit initially or have 
some kind of constant lumen control system. 

AT LEAST 80 CRI 
Many LED hibays only have about 70 CRI, because they use LEDs, which are used for exterior 
applications, and this is about the same CRI as probe or pulse start quartz MH. But to compete 
with fluorescent and to be closer to CMH, at least 80 CRI is recommended in LED hibays.  

High performance fluorescent lamps have 80 – 85 CRI.  Most CMH lamps have 90+ CRI, which can be 
a significant advantage in retail stores, convention centers, car dealerships, etc. 

AT LEAST 140F AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RATING 
This is not that important in a conditioned space or one that does not get very hot, but this can be 
very important in many warehouses and industrial facilities. Often the temperature can be 20 - 40 
degrees hotter at fixture height than close to the ground. So if it is 100F near ground, it may be 
130F at fixture height. Some LED hibays are only rated for 120F or 125F, which is not good in hot 
applications. Even LED hibays rated for at least 140F, will provide less light at high 
temperatures, because LEDs get less efficient with heat.  

Heat can also dramatically reduce light output of fluorescent lamps, but well designed fixtures 
and lamps with amalgam can help. Heat can also significantly reduce electronic ballast life. 

CMH and all HID lamps do not care about temperature, and provide about the same amount of 
light when very hot or very cold. But heat can significantly reduce electronic ballast and LED 
driver life. There are some applications, such as metal foundries, that are too hot for anything 
electronic. For these applications CMH or quartz pulse start MH with a magnetic ballast may be 
best. 
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10 YEAR WARRANTY IN MOST APPLICATIONS  
For LED hibays, warranty is so much more important than rated life, because warranty is how long 
the manufacturer will stand behind its product. 

Rated life is usually listed at L70, when the LEDs are expected to maintain 70% of initial lumens. 
But various manufacturers use different ways for L70. Some manufacturers list a lower hour 
rating, based on no more than six times the tested hours of the LEDs, and others list a longer 
life, based on a calculated or projected approach. 

What is very important is that L70 is only for the LEDs, which may last longer than the driver, 
electrical connections, exterior finish, etc. So I do not care that much about rated life numbers, 
but want to know if the manufacturer will warranty the hibay, including LEDs and drivers, for ten 
years in most applications. Maybe for 24/7 and/or hostile environments, the warranty has to be 
less. 

Some LED hibay manufacturers have a standard five year warranty, but will double it to ten years, 
if the customer pays an extra 5 – 10% initially. A ten year warranty can really help customers to 
approve projects. Many end-users do want to approve a project if the payback length happens 
after the warranty expires. Since the payback can be over five years, the ten year warranty can 
really help. 

Even if various warranties have the same length, please read them to see what they cover, 
because there can be significant differences. Often there is no labor credit.  For fluorescent and 
CMH, the warranty is usually 3 years parts only for lamps and 5 years parts and labor for 
electronic ballasts. Some of the extra long life fluorescent lamps with up to a 67,000 hour rating 
have up to a 5 year warranty. 

For any lighting product, especially LED, what is the worth of the warranty? If the company has 
only been in business for one or two years, a ten year warranty may be worth the paper it is 
written on. With how LED technology is progressing, even some top name brand companies may 
not survive ten years. Often a third party insurance policy from a reputable insurance company is 
the best, because no matter what happens to the manufacturer, customers will still be able to 
get money to replace fixtures that failed during warranty period. Some LED product 
manufacturers have 3rd party insurance policies.  

QUALIFY FOR REBATES 
Most of the time it is good to get hibays that qualify for rebates. For LED hibays in most parts of 
North America, they need to be qualified by the DesignLights Consortium (DLC). But the DLC may 
have restrictions, which do not work out for specific applications. 

www.designlights.org  

Some rebate provides use the Lighting Design Lab (LDL) for approval of LED hibays. In certain ways 
the LDL can be better than DLC, because LDL does not have minimum lumens or maximum CCT. 

http://lightingdesignlab.com  

Many rebate providers require that fluorescent T8 lamps and electronic ballasts be approved by 
the Consortium of Energy Efficiency. 

www.cee1.org  

There do not seem to be very restrictions with CMH lamps and electronic ballasts. 
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PRICING 
LED hibay pricing has been coming down, but it is still considerably more than other technologies. 
For a decent quantity, LED hibays, which can provide as much light as 400W HPS or probe start 
MH, may cost $450 - $650. There are some economy versions at a lower cost, and some of them 
may be a good value in some projects. 

Good six lamp F32T8 hibays may cost about $150. There are some imported four lamp T5HO hibays 
for as low as $80, but again, sometimes you get what you pay for. 

A CMH lamp and electronic ballast system may cost about $150 and they can go into existing 
fixtures or in new fixtures.  

For any hibay, initial pricing is really a small portion of the life cycling, cost of ownership or long 
term benefits. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
REBATE AMOUNTS 
Numerous rebate programs provide higher rebates for LED than for other technologies. The 
purpose of these emerging technology rebates is to help increase the volume and reduce the price 
of LED products. 

For example, the California investor owned utilities provide a rebate of $.08/KWH saved over the 
first year rebate for LED products and only $.03/KWH for most everything else. 

CONTROLS 
LEDs are great with on/off occupancy sensors, because life is not shortened like fluorescent 
lamps. LEDs are much better with dimming that fluorescent, because LEDs can maintain or 
improve efficiency, while fluorescent system get considerably less efficient when dimmed. If 
occupancy sensors will be used with fluorescent hibays, parallel wired program start electronic 
ballasts should be used for good lamp life. 

Electronically ballasted CMH can be dimmed more efficiently than fluorescent, because no lamp 
cathode heating is needed, but CMH lamps can turn greenish if dimmed below 50%, which is 
probably only good on St. Patty’s Day. CMH can be used with occupancy sensors, but only bilevel, 
down to 50%, not off. 

Across the board, numerous companies are pushing fancy control systems, usually wireless. But if 
you do your homework, they are often not cost effective. This is because the connected wattage is 
so low, that not very much extra energy can be saved. 

UPLIGHT 
Uplight is not very important in many applications, but is in others. Most LED hibays do not provide 
any uplights, but more are being developed to do that. 

Fluorescent hibays can provide uplight with clear prismatic refractors instead of metal reflectors, 
vents in reflectors or lamps on top of the fixtures. 

CMH is probably the best for uniform and aesthetically pleasing uplight in hibays with clear 
prismatic acrylic or glass domes. 

FINANCING 
Since LED hibays are on the expensive side, some manufacturers offer positive cash flow financing 
at no or limited up front out of pocket money. Monthly savings are more than monthly payments 
to utility and lending institution. Banks, ESCOs, and some utilities can also provide financing. 
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SPECTRALLY ENHANCED LIGHTING 
Almost of my fluorescent hibay projects have with been 5000K, and I plan to continue that with 
LED. This is especially the case since the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) approved TM-24-13, 
which details benefits of high Kelvin lighting, especially the extra wattage savings. 

www.iesna.org  

T8 HIBAYS 
If you are going to get T8 hibays, make sure you get good ones, specifically designed for T8 lamps, 
not the smaller diameter T5HO lamps. There should also be only one lamp in each reflector 
cavity, the reflector should be at least nominal 4” wide, and the bottom of the reflector should 
below the bottom of the lamp. 

DIRTY ENVIRONMENTS 
Most LED hibays have flat top where the cooling fins are. If there is a lot of dirt that can settle on 
top of those fixtures, it can be difficult to keep the LEDs and drivers cool. But some LED hibays 
have mainly vertical cooling fins, which is more effective at removing heat, because less prone to 
collecting dirt. 

WET RATED, HAZARDOUS LOCATION, ETC. 
For any of these requirements, it is often possible to use LED, fluorescent and electronically 
ballasted CMH. Since these fixtures may be expensive, often the best solution in a retrofit project 
is to install CMH lamps and electronic ballasts in existing HID fixtures. 

WHERE ARE THE LED HIBAYS MADE 
Some LED hibays are mainly made in the USA. Others are mainly manufactured in Japan, South 
Korea, Taiwan, etc. Some are made in China. 

HUMAN CENTRIC LIGHTING 
This is lighting, which can improve circadian rhythms for better alertness, sleep, mood, etc.  
Hopefully there will be some good tunable (dimming and Kelvin changing) LED hibays soon.  
Considerable information on Human Centric Lighting is available at: 

http://humancentriclighting.com   
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TABLE TIME 
The following tables compare high performance LED, fluorescent T8 and electronically ballasted 
CMH hibays.  The LED hibays are considered to have at least 100 LPW, 80 CRI, and up to 10 year 
warranty. But please be aware that many LED hibays only have 80 – 90 LPW, 70 CRI and only a 5 
year warranty. 

I prefer end of life (EOL) compared to initial or mean lumens, because it is important to know if 
there will be sufficient light near end of lamp life or L70 for LED. But LED hibays have the best 
initial lumens per watt out of the fixture. 

Useful lumens are not only ones that are directed to useful areas, but also for not over-lighting 
directly underneath fixtures. LED hibays with well designed optics can save energy by providing 
uniform lighting without the wasteful blob of light underneath. So minimum footcandles or lux 
between hibays is much better than average footcandles or lux. 

The most important columns are the two far right ones, which are bolded. They include the 
benefits of spectrally enhanced lighting. 

 

400W 4000K standard MH lamp, 

magnetic ballast & spun aluminum 

reflector 

70 20,000 36,000 1.00 36,000 45% 16,200 75% 75% 9,113 458 20 1.65 22,403 49

160W 5000K LED hibay                            

(16,000 useful initial lumens out of 

fixture)

80 100,000+ 11,200 160 298 70 2.00 38,976 244

130W 5000K LED hibay                            

(13,000 useful initial lumens out of 

fixture)

80 100,000+ 9,100 130 328 70 2.00 31,668 244

6 3000 lumen F32T8 850 lamps, high 

performance 1.15 BF program start 

ballasting & enhanced aluminum 

reflectors

80
36,000 - 

42,000
18,000 1.15 20,700 92% 19,044 90% 75% 12,855 211 247 61 1.95 42,864 203

6 extra long life 2900 lumen F32T8 850 

lamps, high performance .89 BF 

program start ballasting & enhanced 

aluminum reflectors

80
60,000 - 

67,000
17,400 0.89 15,486 92% 14,247 90% 75% 9,617 168 290 57 1.95 32,067 191

210W 4200K CMH lamp & electronic 

ballast in existing hibay
90+

30,000 - 

50,000
24,000 1.00 24,000 80% 19,200 75% 75% 10,800 221 237 49 1.80 31,104 141

210W 4200K CMH lamp, electronic 

ballast, high performance dome 
90+

30,000 - 

50,000
24,000 1.00 24,000 80% 19,200 90% 75% 12,960 221 237 59 1.80 37,325 169

HIBAY LIGHT OUTPUT AND WATTAGE COMPARISON

lamp life 

@ 10 or 

12 hour 

cycles

Notes

CRI

EOL 

lamp 

lumens

lumin- 

aire 

effic- 

iency

End of life useful luminaire task modified lumens = end of life useful luminaire lumens x (S/P).8   [.8 exponent]

hibay & lamp fixture type

BF stands for ballast factor and EOL stands for end of life.

HID have magnetic ballasts.

Fluorescents have extra efficient program start electronic ballasts. 

EOL 

useful 

luminaire 

task 

modified 

lumens 

wattage 

savings 

comp- 

ared to 

standard 

MH

EOL 

useful 

lumin- 

aire 

lumens 

per watt

S/P 

ratio 

EOL 

useful 

luminaire 

task 

modified 

lumens

Prepared by Stan Walerczyk of Lighting Wizards   www.lightingwizards.com  7/1/13 version

S/P is scotopic/photopic. Light with more blue content have higher S/P ratios and are perceived brighter by the human eye. This is spectrally enhanced lighting.

Fluorescent lamp lumens are based on optimal temperatures & can be adjusted with lumen/temp tables provided by manufacturers. 

EOL 

useful 

lumin- 

aire 

lumens

sys- 

tem 

watts

initial 

lamp 

lumens 

BF

actual 

initial 

lamp 

lumens

EOL 

lamp 

lumen 

maint- 

enance 

useful 

lumens 

factor
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This table is example of cost effectiveness. KWH, annual hours, material cost and labor cost can 
vary depending on the utility, rate schedule, quantity, if union or prevailing wages apply, fixture 
height, etc. But the relative comparison among the options is still valid. 

Although many people just use payback, which the LED hibays are not nearly as good, LED is best 
based on long term benefit, including maintenance savings. As you can see, the installed cost for 
the LED hibays is about twice more than T8 hibays. 

AWARD WINNERS 
It is often good to get award winning LED hibays, but some manufacturers do not enter their 
hibays and often there can be new models, which are better than older ones, which won awards. 

ARCHITECTURAL SSL MAGAZINE’S 2013 PRODUCT INNOVATION 
AWARDS 
 

• Acuity Brands/Lithonia Lighting I-BEAM LED 

• GE/Albeo Technologies HX-Series 

• Meteor Lighting/ILOS Corp. 250W High-Ceiling LED Platform 

• Lusio Essentials Bay Series 

• Hubbell/Columbia Lighting LLHP - 2' Premium High Bay 

www.architecturalssl.com 

 

$0.150 

fixture & 
application 

type

unit 
watts

annual 
hours

annual 
elec- 
trical 
cost

option 
letter

retrofit/replacement option description  watts 
watts 
redux 

annual 
elec- 
trical 

savings

rebate 
rate

appr.     
rebate

appr. 
installed      

cost

rated lamp life 
@ 10-12 hour 

cycles

pay- 
back 
just 

elec- 
tricity

long 
term 

benefit 
just elec- 

tricity

long term 
benefit 

including 
maint- 
enance 
savings 

A new 160W LED hibay 160 298 $246 $0.08 $131 $750 100,000 2.5 $3,069 $4,069

B new 130W LED hibay 130 328 $271 $0.08 $144 $700 100,000 2.1 $3,503 $4,503

C
6 3000 lumen F32T8 850 lamps, high performance 
1.15 BF program start ballasting & enhanced 
aluminum reflectors

211 247 $204 $0.03 $41 $300
36,000 - 
42,000

1.3 $2,797 $3,197

D
6 extra long life 2900 lumen F32T8 850 lamps, high 
performance .89 BF program start ballasting & 
enhanced aluminum reflectors

168 290 $239 $0.03 $48 $300
60,000 - 
67,000

1.1 $3,337 $3,837

E
210W 4200K CMH lamp & electronic ballast in 
existing hibay

221 237 $196 $0.03 $39 $250
30,000 - 
50,000

1.1 $2,722 $3,022

F
210W 4200K CMH lamp, electronic ballast, high 
performance dome 

221 237 $196 $0.03 $39 $350
30,000 - 
50,000

1.6 $2,622 $2,922

HIBAY COST EFFECTIVENESS COMPARISON

15 years of long term benefit

proposed

$378

KWH rate

existing 

copyright of Stan Walerczyk of Lighting Wizards, www.lightingwizards.com, 7/1/13 version

warehouse
, industrial 
or big box 
retail hibay 
with basic 
grade 
20,000 
hour rated 
400W 
probe start 
MH lamp, 
magnetic 
ballast & 
basic 
grade spun 
aluminum 
dome

458 5500
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NEXT GENERATION LUMINAIRES DESIGN COMPETITION 
The 2012 awards were presented in early 2013. 

• Best in Class - High-bay Industrial Lighting 

o Albeo Technologies’ H- Series 

• Recognized 

o Digital Lumens’ ILE-3-18 

o Lithonia’s Proteon 

http://www.ngldc.org/12/indoor/winners.stm  

MANUFACTURERS 
For various manufacturers and models, you can check LPW, CRI, rated life, warranty, if qualify for 
rebates, pricing, etc. 

GENERAL 
Here are some of the major LED hibay manufacturers.  

• Acuity Brands, including Holophane and Lithonia 

• Albeo, purchased by GE 

• Cool Lumens 

• Cooper 

• Cree 

• Dialight 

• Digital Lumens 

• Hubbell 

• LSI 

• Lumenpulse 

• Lusio Luminaire 

• Philips 
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PLANLED 
PlanLED partners with innovative SSL manufacturers to provide strategy based LED hibay and 
other Solutions.  

• Website 
http://planled.com    

• John Hwang is CEO and also executive director of Human Centric Lighting Committee. 
john.hwang@planled.com  

• Ryan Kim is Director of Sales & Project Manager.  
ryan.kim@planled.com   

• LED Hibay Case Study Link 
http://planled.com/?portfolio=3613 

   The two pictures on page 1 are from this Mission hibay case study. 

PlanLED can provide LED hibay solutions with: 

• 100+ LPW 

• 80+ CRI 

• 100,000+ hour rating 

• 140F ambient temperature rating 

• Wet location rating 

• Motion sensors, photocontrols and advanced control systems 

• Adjustable flood heads 

• Uplight 

• Powder coating for caustic environments 

• DLC and LDL approval, which is important for rebates 

• Up to a 10 year warranty, backed up by a third party insurance policy 

• Very good pricing and conditional direct sales 

• Positive cash flow financing 

The Luna 130W hibay is shown below. It can usually replace 400W MH or HPS. The Luna 98W and 
160W hibays are similar.  
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The AL-480W can replace 1000W MH or HPS. This can also be wall mounted, which I recently 
recommended for an interior swimming pool for indirect lighting to reduce glare and maintenance 

costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PlanLED has two new series.  
 
One is the TM, which is an adjustable module based high or low bay, which also be used as a flood, 
wallpack, etc. 
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PlanLED is introducing the KMW120W economy LED hibay, which may be cost effective even with relatively 
low electric rates, rebates and annual hours of operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
If the end-customer has sufficient funding and is willing to spend it, LED hibays are often the best 
long term solution. If people want the best payback or return on investment (ROI), new T8 hibays 
or retrofitting with electronically ballasted CMH may be the best in certain projects. But, 
payback is not a very good financial tool, because it does not include any benefit after the payback 
period. 

For hibays and other fixture types, more and more end-customers that I talk with want to go with 
LED, even if it costs more, because they do not want other lighting technologies installed in their 
buildings, because those technologies may become out-dated in a few years. 

Some high tech companies want high tech lighting. Some people want to wait to do anything until 
LED hibays get lower priced and more efficient, but often the lost savings are never recouped by 
waiting one, two or three years. 

Many people already know about Acuity Brands, Albeo, Cooper, Cree, Dialight, Hubbell, Philips 
and some other LED hibay manufacturers, which is very good. But please compare them with the 
PlanLED hibays before you specify or buy. 
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